PEET® Deodorizer Module - Model M15O3
The PDM features three different operating modes described below.
FOLLOW THESE FOUR INSTRUCTION STEPS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS:

1. Plug the power adapter into the 12 VDC power jack on the back of the PDM base.
2. Plug adapter into a standard household 110 VAC outlet.
3. Make sure the two clear top vent caps are properly aligned (equally and straight), by gently turning
them to the right if loose. They also lock down the O3 emitters in place.

4. Push down on the ON/OFF button and release. The blue LED light indicates the PDM is operating.
5. Slide the HIGH/LOW selector to desired ozone setting. In HIGH mode, ozone is generated until the
PDM is turned off. In LOW mode, the PDM cycles on and off generating ozone O3 50% of the time
when the PDM unit is turned on. Best for use in occupied smaller rooms. LOW MODE is
recommended for routine, moderate odor and for use in smaller spaces.

FOR DIRECT FOOTWEAR USE:
Invert the PDM and insert the top vent caps at a downward angle into the footwear. O 3 is heavier than air and
will fill and treat the footwear.
FOR USE WITH PEET® DRYERS and other compatible dryers:
Remove the top footwear supports. Slide the PDM onto the dryers two upright air tubes.* Replace the
footwear supports and any extension tubes on top the PDM. Plug PDM into outlet and follow steps 1- 4 above.
Operate the dryer as normal. Unplugging or turning off the dryer does not shut off the PDM. Switch off PDM
separately. *For footwear taller than 6," add PEET® Extensions placed above PDM and below footwear
supports (sold separately).
FOR STAND-ALONE USE IN ROOMS AND SPACES:
Place PDM on table top, shelf, etc. Can also be wall mounted. A key hole to hang it from is located on the
bottom center on the back of the PDM. For best O3 distribution mount as high as possible.

